
Subject Leader Network Meeting

7th March 2019



Agenda 

• Curriculum design – Ofsted up date

• Problem Solving: the why, the why not and the what if - Old Park

• Vocabulary up date: Grange Park

• Differentiation: evidence of challenge for the more able

• The Multiplication Check Y4: Richard Smith 

• The Multiplication Check Y4: test guidance update



Ofsted

• Intent

• Implementation

• Impact

• Reducing the focus on data

• Placing greater emphasis on curriculum and giving less weight to 
exam results

https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fassets.publishing.service.gov.uk%2Fgovernment%2Fuploads%2Fsystem%2Fuploads%2Forganisation%2Flogo%2F106%2FOfsted-logo-gov.uk.png&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fgovernment%2Forganisations%2Fofsted&docid=SG57xfJT8moykM&tbnid=nYe7LcYEMv7TUM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwiFnM6616ngAhW1VBUIHTS5AMAQMwhoKAAwAA..i&w=190&h=127&bih=743&biw=1707&q=ofsted&ved=0ahUKEwiFnM6616ngAhW1VBUIHTS5AMAQMwhoKAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8


Substance and integrity underlie the framework

• The substance that has all children and young people 
exposed to the best that has been thought and said, 
achieving at truly high standards and set up to 
succeed.
•And the integrity that makes sure every child and 

student is treated as an individual with potential to be 
unlocked, and staff as experts in their subject or field, 
not just data gatherers and process managers.

Amanda Spielman Jan 2019



Ofsted’s view of learning

Learning can be defined as an alteration in 
long-term memory. If nothing has altered in 
long-term memory, nothing has been 
learned.

https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fassets.publishing.service.gov.uk%2Fgovernment%2Fuploads%2Fsystem%2Fuploads%2Forganisation%2Flogo%2F106%2FOfsted-logo-gov.uk.png&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fgovernment%2Forganisations%2Fofsted&docid=SG57xfJT8moykM&tbnid=nYe7LcYEMv7TUM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwiFnM6616ngAhW1VBUIHTS5AMAQMwhoKAAwAA..i&w=190&h=127&bih=743&biw=1707&q=ofsted&ved=0ahUKEwiFnM6616ngAhW1VBUIHTS5AMAQMwhoKAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8


‘We distinguish the curriculum – what is taught –
and pedagogy, which is how the curriculum is taught. 
It is also distinct from assessment, which is about 
whether learners are learning or have learned the 
intended curriculum.’

Amanda Spielman Jan 2019



The quality of education

• Inspectors will take a rounded view of the quality of education that a 
school provides to all its pupils, including the most disadvantaged 
pupils, the most able pupils and pupils with SEND.

• Inspectors will consider the school’s curriculum, which is the 
substance of what is taught with a specific plan of what pupils need 
to know in total, and in each subject.



Intent

156. In evaluating the school’s educational intent, 
inspectors will primarily consider the curriculum 
leadership provided by school and subject leaders.



Curriculum – questions (adapted from the framework)

• Is it clear what end points the curriculum is building towards, and 
what pupils will need to be able to know and do at those end points?

• Is the school’s curriculum planned and sequenced so that new 
knowledge and skills build on what has been taught before?

• Do these build towards the defined end points?

• Does the curriculum reflect the school’s local context by addressing 
typical gaps in pupils’ knowledge and skills?



Curriculum – questions (adapted from the framework)

• Does the curriculum remain as broad as possible for as long as 
possible?

• Are pupils able to study a strong academic core of subjects?

• Is there high academic/vocational/technical ambition for all pupils?

• Does the school ensure that disadvantaged pupils or pupils with SEND 
do not receive a reduced curriculum?



Cultural capital 

163. …inspectors will consider the extent to which schools are 
equipping pupils with the knowledge and cultural capital they need to 
succeed in life. Ofsted’s understanding of this knowledge and cultural 
capital matches that found in the aims of the national curriculum.

It is the essential knowledge that pupils need to be educated citizens, 
introducing them to the best that has been thought and said and 
helping to engender an appreciation of human creativity and 
achievement. 



Sources of evidence specific to curriculum intent 

Inspectors will draw evidence about leaders’ curriculum intent
principally from discussion with senior and subject leaders.

Inspectors will explore: 

• whether leaders are following the national curriculum and basic 
curriculum or, in academies, a curriculum of similar breadth and 
ambition



Inspectors will explore: 

• how carefully leaders have thought about what end points the 
curriculum is building towards, what pupils will be able to know and
do at those end points, and how they have planned the curriculum 
accordingly. This includes consideration of how the intended 
curriculum will address social disadvantage by addressing gaps in 
pupils’ knowledge and skills

• how leaders have sequenced the curriculum to enable pupils to build 
their knowledge and skills towards the agreed end points



Inspectors will explore: 

• how leaders have ensured that the subject curriculum contains 
content which has been identified as most useful, and ensured that 
this content is taught in a logical progression, systematically and 
explicitly enough for all pupils to acquire the intended knowledge and 
skills

• how the curriculum has been designed and taught so that pupils 
problem solve at an age-appropriate level. 

Old Park



Old Park Primary
Maths

Problem solving 2018 - 2019



Problem

We needed to ensure that 
across the school we were 
exploring a variety of 
problem solving activities 
within each Year group.



Solution

Within our maths we would do a problem solving 
focus every half term. Other areas of problem 
solving were still taking place within the maths 
curriculum.

Each year group would have a display board to 
share their work across school. This would be 
updated termly.

Timetable

Autumn 1 – Logic problems
Autumn 2 – Finding all possibilities
Spring 1 – Rules and pattern
Spring 2 – Generalising
Summer 1 – Visual diagram problems
Summer 2 – Word problems









Stylish

Solutions



Key stage
meeting

Information from the Stylish Solutions inset 
was shared. Staff worked through a range 
of problems – talked about the processes, 
problems faced and how we can use: Why? 
Why not? And What if? to develop 
reasoning and mathematical thinking 
within our school.

Good idea.
How could we 
implement?

Plan to allow 
opportunities for 
exploring questioning

Opportunities to 
develop orally and 
written



Teacher’s 
responses to using 

these prompts.

Increased enthusiasm 
from children Children more willing to share 

ideas and thoughts

Greater range of mathematical 
vocabulary being used in the 
class.

Teachers are more 
confident in extending 
children’s ideas 
through questioning.

Children of  all 
abilities are 
participating

Deeper 
understanding

Children are looking for 
patterns, questioning 
ideas without being 
prompted

Greater communication
Between children





How could we solve this?

Why couldn't Sami have

eaten 9/12?

What if Sami eats

6/12 more than Hafsah?





What if Sami eats

6/12 more than Hafsah?



• Greater evidence of reasoning in books 
and planning/flip charts

• For more written examples to be 
completed with the Why? Why not? 
And What if?

• Continue to have a clear termly focus 
for problem solving 

• KS meetings to support and advise

• Collecting children’s viewpoints



Grange Park

Subject Leaders Update Joe Foley.pptx


Joe Foley

Maths Co-ordinator

Grange Park Primary School

joe.foley@taw.org.uk



Activity 1a

•On your tables are a selection of past SATs questions, 
however, the final ‘question’ has been removed.

•Can you think of as many possible questions that 
could be asked using the information from the 
question ‘stem’?

(these can be as simple or as complex as you wish)





Activity 1b

•Using the mathematical vocabulary in the envelopes 
provided, try to generate a question that includes all 
of the subject-specific vocabulary – test out your 
question to check that it can be answered.



Five people bought 3 ½ large 
pizzas and 2 small pizzas. How 
much does each person pay if 
they shared the bill equally?

Rehan bought 5 large pizzas and 
Stella bought 4 small pizzas. 
What is the difference between 
the total cost of pizzas?

What is the product of the price 
of a large pizza and a small 
pizza?

Stella bought 2 large pizzas and 
shared 1/5 with her friend 
Amelia – how much should she 
expect her to pay her back?

I went to Dominoes and 
purchased five large pizzas for a 
party. What is the cost rounded
to the nearest ten pounds?



The cost of 1 bag is 10p. If she 
buys 2 more bags she will get a 
10% discount. How much 
change will she get now?

She gets £1.75 change – how 
much does 1 bag cost?

Would £1.75 change work? 
Why?

No as 25p can’t be divided 
by 3

Olivia buys three packets of 
nuts. She pays for the nuts with 
a £2 coin.
She gets 80p change.
How much does one packet 
cost?
The salesman says there is a 
10% discount sale in store. If she 
pays with a £2 coin again, how 
much change will she get now?

She gets 50p change. How 
much did she spend on one 
packet?



CPD Summer Term

Outstanding:

The Art of  the 
Curriculum

Captain Webb Learning Centre

Tuesday 11th June 2019
9:15 am - 4:00 pm



The four cognitive domains are as follows:

• The first cognitive domain is Depth of Understanding. This strand is used to 
assess the demand associated with recalling facts and using procedures to 
solve problems.

• The second cognitive domain is Computational Complexity, which is used 
to assess the computational demand of a question.

• The third cognitive domain, Spatial Reasoning and Data Interpretation, is 
used to assess the demand associated with the representation of 
geometrical problems involving shapes and position and movement. This 
strand is also used to assess the demand associated with interpreting data 
presented in tables, charts and graphs.

• The fourth cognitive domain is Response Strategy, which describes the 
demand associated with constructing a response to a question.



Differentiation

Same content: models and 
images, constructs to make 
sense of the maths and to 

offer challenge for the more 
able using generalising and 

conjecture.

Modified content: through 
variation and questioning to 

support knowledge and 
understanding for the less 
able and to offer depth for 

the more able

Teaching strategies for 
thinking deeply and applying 

knowledge

What are you observing in 
lessons? 
What is the evidence in books?



Same content: models and 
images, constructs to make 
sense of the maths and to 

offer challenge for the more 
able using generalising and 

conjecture.

10

4 6

10

46

Any addition can 
be reordered.

Bonds to 10 make 
it easier to add.

I can use bonds to 
10 to find bonds to 

20.



10 = 7 + 3
20 = 17 + 3

10 = 9 + 1
20 = 1 + 19

10 = 2 + 8
20 = 12 + 8

10 = 5 + 5
20 = 15 + 5

10 = 3+7
10 = 7+3
10 – 7 = 3
10 – 3 = 7

20 = 3 + 17
20 = 17 + 3
20 – 3 = 17
20 – 17 = 3

Modified content: through 
variation and questioning to 

support knowledge and 
understanding for the less 
able and to offer depth for 

the more able

Convince me 
that the 
missing 

number is 12.



Teaching strategies for 
thinking deeply and applying 

knowledge

Vanilla             3

Chocolate          4

Strawberry      2

Mint

At Tim’s birthday party, the 12 children had a 
choice of vanilla, chocolate , strawberry or mint 
ice cream. The waiter who took the order tore 
his notepad and this is what he had left.
How many children chose mint ice cream?

20

8 8 ?

Why not? What if?



38

n n n n 6

4n + 6 = 38

Same content: models and 
images, constructs to make 
sense of the maths and to 

offer challenge for the more 
able using generalising and 

conjecture.

To find the value of n, I need 
to take the known value 
from either side of the 

equals sign, then divide the 
value left by the number of 

n.

5n + 6 = 51
5n = 45

n = 9



Modified content: through 
variation and questioning to 

support knowledge and 
understanding for the less 
able and to offer depth for 

the more able

Draw bar models to 
represent these 
equations.

Use the arithmetic 
rules to solve these 
equations. 

What if?



3n+7 = 25

Teaching strategies for 
thinking deeply and applying 

knowledge

25

n n n 7



Progression: 
The more able mathematician in KS1

Ofsted School Inspection Handbook January 2018
Pupils who grasp concepts rapidly should be challenged through being offered rich 
and sophisticated problems before any acceleration through new content.

This course aims to strengthen the provision for the more able mathematician 
and offer solutions for securing progress for greater depth.

Thursday 14th March 2019, Captain Webb
9.15 am to 12.00pm

KS1
10% 

members
discount



Progression: 
The more able mathematician in KS2

Ofsted School Inspection Handbook January 2018
Pupils who grasp concepts rapidly should be challenged through being offered rich 
and sophisticated problems before any acceleration through new content.

This course aims to strengthen the provision for the more able mathematician 
and offer solutions for securing progress for greater depth.

Thursday 21st March 2019, Captain Webb
9.15 am to 12.00pm

KS2
10% 

members
discount



The Multiplication Check Y4: test guidance update

Pupils who should not take the check:

• They are absent during the entire check period (10/6/19 -28/6/19)

• They are unable to access the check, even when using suitable access 
arrangements

• They are considered unable to answer the easiest questions or are working 
below Y2 multiplication tables

• They have just arrived in school during the check window, with EAL and so 
there is not enough time to establish the standard they are working at

You will be asked to provide a reason by checking a box



Access arrangements

These may be appropriate for pupils with:

• An EHCP

• For whom provision is being made in school for SEN support, or 
whose learning difficulty or disability significantly affects their ability 
to access the check

• Who have behavioural, emotional and social difficulties

• With EAL and limited fluency in English

You do not need to seek permission to use access arrangements



Access arrangements continued

• The ‘next’ button may be employed in place of the 3 second delay 
between questions. There is still the 30 minute time limit though.

• Remove the on screen number pad, if too distracting.

• Input assistance – unable to enter their own answers. Who?

• Question reader is enabled – it will read aloud all the text displayed. 
Where/how? The reader only works with Chrome or Safari.

• Audible time alert – a beep for 2 seconds left, then another for the 
end of the question



Feedback from HLC

• PCs and keyboards v tablets/iPads

• Keeping an eye on the group – especially those who like pressing  
‘next’!

• Keeping the group size manageable

• Try it yourself first



www.kateburtonmathematics.co.uk

• Book courses (website) and consultancies (email me)

• More able mathematician courses – please ask.

• Book Subject Leaders Network meetings (included for subscribing 
schools but please book your places) 4th July 2019

• Access the Members’ Area (subscribing schools only) with your secure 
log in for Subject Leader Network presentation 7/3/19

https://kateburtonmathematics.co.uk/

